Overview of MFIX DEM Phi Project Outcomes

Time-to-Solution Model Uncertainty
Shows the proposed targeted change in MFIX suite of solver features. 
Track parcels of particles and approximate collisions Two-Fluid Model: Gas and solids form an interpenetrating continuum Discrete Element Method : Track individual particles and resolve collisions
Trade-off between simulation fidelity and time-to-solution
Well-mixed configuration
Snapshots of the discharge simulation of the layered configuration at 6 s, 9 s, 11 s and 12 s respectively from left to right. The upper panels show the top view and the lower panels show the side view.
Enhance the Capability for Handling Particle Size Distributions
Validation of Polydispersity Implementation • Conduction, convection, and radiation occur in many multiphase processes. Particle-particle conduction is now commonly used in DEM codes, but more complex heat transfer models are necessary to more accurately simulate these processes.
• Current serial version of MFIX-DEM has codes for each of these, but they remain to be tested and validated.
• Whether drying, mixing, granulating, coating or heating, rotary drum systems are among the most common process equipment, offering efficient economical solutions. Thus, a rotary drum was selected for validating heat transfer models. [K] Testing all modes of HT implemented in MFIX-DEM
• Simulations were done to test the implementation of all the three modes of HT.
• The drum was held at a fixed hot temperature of 1000 K and particles are initially placed in the drum with a temperature of 298K.
Simulations demonstrates:
1. particle-wall and particle-fluid-wall heat transfer Enhance the Capability for Handling Heat Transfer [K] • All the parameters and setup was based on the experimental works published by Chaudhuri et al., 2010.
Radiation heat transfer
• Particles are loaded and allowed to fall under gravity.
• Particles move due to friction between the wall and particles.
• Heat is transferred simultaneously from wall to particles.
• Bodhisattwa Chaudhuri, et al. "Experimentally validated computations of heat transfer in granular materials in rotary calciners". Powder Technology 198 (2010) 6-15.
• A cylindrical drum with 6" diameter and 3" long was held at 398 K.
• Drum is half filled with 2 mm alumina particles and rotated at 20 rpm.
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Validation of conduction heat transfer
Enhance the Capability for Handling Heat Transfer
• To validate MFIX, the normalized temperature curve was compared to the experimental results.
• Good agreement of temperature profile between the MFIX simulations and paper experiments was observed.
• For a better quantitative comparison the thermal time constant was estimated. Evolution of average bed temperature. The fill level of the drum is 50% and is rotated at 20 rpm.
A time sequence of axial snapshots of temperature profile [K] 21 Validation of conduction heat transfer
Estimation of the thermal time constant-simulations and experimental results
• The heat transfer from the wall to the particles can be calculated from the heat balance equation:
• The thermal time constant is estimated,
• A discrepancy of 5.6% is observed. • A stainless steel drum with 6" inner diameter and 3" long was constructed for the HT experiments.
• One side is a sapphire window, capable of transmitting IR radiations, and one side is quartz for internal view.
• The system was constructed to handle 1000°C.
• Temperature profile can be monitored using an IR camera and thermocouples.
• All heat transfer modes will be tested and validated using this setup.
Drum design with Titanium wheel supporting the IR sapphire window, and the quartz glass with air inlet and outlet holes. The overarching goal is for MFIX-DEM-Phi to be able to solve industrial-scale problems, and to encourage its adoption by industry. 
Rotary drum for validation studies
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Species mass conservation
   Discharge dynamics for a 3D hopper with equal-sized spherical beads.
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Segregation results for the discontinuous discharge methods in experiment and mfix simulation..
Enhance the Capability for Handling Particle Size Distributions
Well-mixed configuration Layered configuration Validation and Implementation of particle size polydispersity
• New data structures have been implemented to separate geometrical and physical parameters of each particles of a solid phase, and to allow each solid phase to possess a different size distribution.
• New subroutines have been written to generate initial particle configurations with built-in distributions, including Gaussian, Log-Normal, and Uniform.
• New subroutines have been written to generate initial particle configurations with arbitrary user-defined particle size distributions.
• Subroutines using particle radii as parameters have been modified accordingly.
• The implementations have been tested in a discharging hopper case provided by our collaborator.
Enhancing Capability for Handling Particle Size Distributions
Implemented distribution types: Uniform, Normal(Gaussian), Log Normal Added commands for ICs: IC_PSD_TYPE(ICV, Phase) IC_PSD_MEAN_DP(ICV, Phase) IC_PSD_STDEV(ICV, Phase) IC_PSD_MAX_DP(ICV, Phase) IC_PSD_MIN_DP(ICV, Phase)
